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Abstract: In this paper we consider the multi-contacts collision 
of rigid bodies,  in other words - simultaneous impact of  solids in 
two or more points. It is difficulty to predict the result of such 
collision and behavior of bodies, especially for collisions with 
friction. Bodies can separate in contact point at the very 
beginning of impact, or at the end of impact, can slide during all 
impact period, or during part of the impact time.  It is necessary 
to detect impulse forces for each contact point, and in the most 
case problem became unsolved. In this paper  some cases of 
multi-contact collisions are discussed and some simple problems 
of such impact are solved in the framework of  rigid body model, 
using impulse - momentum based approach. 
Keywords: impact with friction, sliding, stick, separation, 
unilateral constraints. 
 
1.INTRODUCTION 
 
Multi-contact impact occurs when one moving body collides with 
fixed or moving another rigid bodies, most often such impact 
accompanies rolling and spherical  motion  of rigid bodies (Viba 
& Polukoshko, 2002). Simultaneous collisions of  rigid body  
takes place even if some contact points  have zero velocity, and 
only one non-zero. It is considered that contact points with zero 
velocity can transfer normal impact impulse (Wösle & Pfeiffer, 
1996), collisions in every points start and  come to the end  
simultaneously (Viba et al., 1998). Distinctive feature of rigid 
body motion with impacts is availability of  unilateral constrains, 
and the number of equations of motion  depends on state of  the 
contacts. Thus, every closed contact reduces degree of freedom, 
tangential friction force changes  stepwise. State of contact – 
separation, non-separation, sticking, sliding or reversed sliding –  
changes during time interval of impact (Plavnieks, 1969, 
Glocker,  1995), transition from non-separation to separation, 
from stick to sliding, from sliding to stick, from sliding in one 
direction to reversion sliding must be predicted in every case of  
impact. Multi-contacts impact problem is more complicated than 
single point impact because of large number of constraints. 
In this study the  problem is solved  in the framework of rigid 
body, laws of  impact is modeled after Poison, friction is taken 
into account after Coulomb with dry friction factor, deformations 
during collisions  does not  taken into account. If  the short time 
of impact is  divided  into two phase– compression phase  and  
restitution phase – it could be considered that inelastic collision 
has the first phase only. Traditional impulse - momentum based 
rigid body approach allows to write and computer symbolic math 
allows to solve  the systems of equations not only for each phase 
of impact, but also for separate stages of each phase (Plavnieks, 
1969). 

1.TWO-POINTS  COLLISIONS  OF  ROLLING 
CYLINDRICAL  BODY  
 
Rolling motion of cylindrical or spherical bodies on a surface 
with irregularity often accompanies by two-points collisions, 
which are considered to be simultaneous (Fig.1).  
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Fig. 1. Rolling of the cylinder with  impact in two points. 
 
Contact point K of body has both normal and tangential velocity, 
contact point A has only tangential velocity or zero velocity, if  
body rolls without sliding. Therefore, oblique central impacts can 
be only of two types: complete sliding in one direction in both 
point and termination of sliding in the first phase. If the first 
phase of impact or for all period of inelastic non-elastic following 
probable states of constraints can exist:  1- separation of a point 
A, non-separation K with termination of sliding, 2 - separation of 
a point A, non-separation of K with continuation of sliding,  3 - 
non-separation of a point A, non-separation K with continuation 
of sliding and rotation of a body around of the center of mass, 4 - 
non-separation of a point A, non- separation K  with  termination 
of sliding  in the first phase and interruption of motion.  For 
revealing conditions of separation - non-separation in the 
beginning of impact the basic equations of dynamics for impact 
are used, example of them with solving are given for the case 3 :  

Given m ω0⋅ a⋅ cos 2 γ⋅( )⋅ SNK− f⋅ SNA f⋅ cos 2 γ⋅( )⋅− SNA sin 2 γ⋅( )⋅−=

m ω0⋅ a⋅ sin 2 γ⋅( )⋅ SNK SNA cos 2 γ⋅( )⋅+ SNA f⋅ sin 2 γ⋅( )⋅−=

Jc ω0⋅ Jc ω1⋅− SNK f⋅ a⋅ SNA f⋅ a⋅+= Jc m a
2
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where: а  - radius of a body, m – its mass, Jc - moment of inertia 
regarding to the center of mass,  f- factor of friction, 2γ - central 
angle between  A and K , factor  b = Jc/m a2. 
It is evident from the solution, that normal impulse in point K  is  
always  positive and this point can’t separate in the beginning of 
impact,  but normal impulse in point A can be both positive and 
negative and point can separate dependent on 2γ and  f value. 
The realization of the appropriate condition depends on motion 
before impact (with sliding or without it), from factor of instant 
friction at impact f, angle 2γ, factor b. The areas of existence of 
possible states with respect to angle γ and  factor of friction f  if  
pre-impact motion occurs without sliding for cylindrical body 
with b = 1 are presented on the diagrams fig.2.  
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separate from surface, impact is sliding, further motion – sliding 
on surface;  3 - point A separate from surface in the beginning of 
impact, point K sticks to surface, impact is non-elastic and  non-
sliding, further motion – rotation round point K;  4 - point A 
separate from surface, impact is sliding, non-elastic, point K slips 
during  impact, with further plane motion of prism; 5- point A 
separate from surface, impact is elastic, non- sliding,   point K 
slips during  impact and rebounds at the end of it, with further 
plane motion; 6) the same as previous case - point A separate 
from surface, impact is elastic, sliding,   point K rebounds at the 
end of impact, result is plane motion; 7) - point A does not 
separate from surface, impact is elastic, sliding,   point K 
rebounds at the end of impact, result is plane motion; 8) point A 
does not separate from surface, impact is elastic, non-sliding,   
point K rebounds at the end of impact, result is rotation  motion 
round point A.  
Impulse-momentum equations for the first phase of impact gives  
normal impulses in these points for regular prism subject to ω1=0: 3
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Jc- moment of inertia  with regard to central axis, n –number of 
side of regular prism, m - mass of prism. 
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Fig. 2. The diagrams of dependence of angle γ from 
factor of friction f  for a body with  b = 1 
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Point K never separates from a surface in the beginning of 
impact, point  A does not separate only in case of a triangular 
prism both for sliding and non-sliding impacts.  
For irregular prism  point A does not separate under condition of: 

Jc m a⋅ b⋅ cos γ i( )⋅≤  
and  if central angle γi is obtuse. 
After separation of a point A we can easy determine post-impact 
velocities using  general equations of dynamics for impact and 
predict post-collision motion. 
 
4. TWO-POINTS COLLISIONS OF  ROTATION  
RIGID ROD 
 
The investigated  rod  is thin enough and tangential impulse force 
may be neglected;  sliding impact is excluded. Rod is turn round 
the support  A on initial angle  α (Fig. 4),  then  released and  
rotates under gravity round fixed  support  А. When the rod  
reaches fixed support B, angular rate of  it  is equal: 

ω0
2 m⋅ g⋅ a⋅

Jc m a2
⋅+

sin α( )⋅
24 g⋅ a⋅

l2 12 a2
⋅+

sin α( )⋅

, 
 where Jc =ml2 /12 –moment of inertia  with regard to axis passed    
through mass  center, l - length of rod,  m –rod mass. 
In this moment two-contacts collision (in points A and B) is 
beginning,  
The investigation of collision shows that there are four possible 
variants of the rod behavior:  1- the rod doesn’t separate from 
supports  and the motion ends – the collision is perfectly 
inelastic;  2- separation of the rod from support А at the 
beginning of impact and further rotation   round point  B,  in this 
case the collision is perfectly inelastic; 3- rod bounces off from 
support  В at the end of impact and  does not separate or rebound 
from support  A with further rotation round point  A, it means  the 
restitution of normal impulse in the point В and elastic collision;  
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4 - rod separates from  А at the  beginning of the collision  and 
bounces off from support  В at the end of the second phase  with 
unrestricted plane motion under gravity,  the collision  is elastic.  
The motion between impacts is described by the differential 
equation for perfectly rigid body, the impact is described by 
principle of momentum and principle of moment of momentum 
of rigid body for both phases of impacts in combination with 
Poisson impact law.  
In order to determine the condition of the sticking of rod to the 
supports or separation from it rigid body momentum theorem in 
projection on y axes (3) and principle of moment of momentum 
in regard to mass center (4) is drown up for the first phase of 
impact, taken into account normal reactive impulses in points A 
and B, and is solve with help of  MATHCAD-2001. It is assumed 
that rod separates from support when calculated from the system 
of the general dynamics equations normal reactive impulse force 
is negative or equal zero, if the rod sticks to both support  it 
angular speed equal zero. 
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Fig.4. Rotation motion of rod  with impacts against fixed 
supports. 
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The solving of this system shows that at the beginning  of the 
first case the rod can’t  rebound from support B, and  don’t 
separate  from A support  only subject to: 12·a·b>l 2,  if  a=b, this 
condition  is a > 0.289·l . If there is no the second phase of 
impact  ( impact is perfectly inelastic), after separating from 

support  A and energy and angular speed losing during impact, 
the rod goes on  rotation round support B with angular speed: 

ω1 ω0
l2 12 a⋅ b⋅−

l2 12 b2
⋅+

⋅ ω1 ω0 k⋅ k
l2 12 a⋅ b⋅−

l2 12 b2
⋅+

 
This results was examined on experimental set and was entirely 
confirmed. Only linear dimensions of the rod – length and 
distance between supports influence on the condition of 
separation or sticking and on the angular speed decrease 
coefficient, mass and speed don’t influence them.  
Rod cross-section dimensions influence on normal reaction 
restitution. 
 
5. MULTI-CONTACTS IMPACT DURING  
SPHERICAL MOTION OF SOLIDS 
 
5.1 Three-points collisions in course of spherical  motion of 
pyramid solids 
 
Motion of regular pyramid on a fixed plane, i.e. rolling them 
around of a lateral edge accompanies  with  three-impacts of a 
pyramid about the surface (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. Rolling of a pyramids on a plane with  three -contacts 
impact 
 
The impacts are considered to be perfectly inelastic; a pyramid 
turns round lateral edge without sliding; the speeds of points O 
and A at the beginning of impact are equal to zero, velocity  of a 
point K is directed perpendicularly to plane, impact in a point K  
is  direct, eccentric,  there is tangential component of  impact 
impulse  and during impact  a sliding can appear.  
For examination the possibility of separation or non-separation 
contact points from a surface the general equations of dynamics 
for impact – momentum theorem  and  principle of moment of 
momentum in a projection to the appropriate coordinates axes  
are used. All variants of behavior of bodies are checked up at the 
instant of a beginning of impact - separation of all three points, 
non-separation of all points, non-separation of points K and A, 
non-separation of A and O, non-separation of K and O, non-
separation of  K, non-separation of A, non-separation  of O, from 
which only two are  possible - non-separation K with a separation 
A and O and non-separation K and O with a separation А. The 
appearance of the appropriate variant depends on the geometrical 
characteristics of a homogeneous pyramid: its height h, 
circumcircle radius a of the polygon base of pyramid and its 
number of the sides n. Under condition of 

h a 1
2
3

sin
π

n
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞
⎠

2
⋅−⋅>

 
i.e. in case of a "long" pyramid, only the vertex of the basis A  is 
separated, and  the post-impact motion is rotary around of a 
lateral edge ОK, it determines a post-impact velocity vector 
direction; if this condition is not carried out, i.e. in a case of a 
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"short" pyramid, the vertex A of the base is also separated and 
post-impact motion will be spherical with the centre in a point K.   
 
5.2 Multi-points collisions in course of spherical  motion of 
symmetric solids 

 
Occurring by gravity spherical motion of bodies located on a 
horizontal rough plane (Fig. 6) often comes to the multi-contacts 
collision. Homogeneous, symmetric bodies  with regular, located 
on a circle of radius a supports, which number n is more or 
equally to three are considered here; height of all supports is 
identical, in a position of balance the body concerns a surface by 
all supports.  The spherical motion of a body occurs round one of 
support without sliding and begins after taking  body  aside  from 
a situation of balance; the initial conditions excludes the 
overturning of a body. 
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Fig. 6. Spherical motion of a rigid body with two-contacts   
impact 
 
Position of  a body is defined by Euler angles  ψ, φ, θ; system of 
differential equation of motion is solved numerically and the 
moment of collision can be determined  when one of the nearest 
to the point O support touches with surface. The body can touch 
a plane by all support at once, i.e. when the corner θ becomes 
equal 0, it  takes place only at the certain initial conditions. 
Depending on geometry of a body and initial conditions at the 
beginning of impact, non-separation from a surface of both 
points,  separation  only of  points O or only of  points K are 
possible. If no one point separates from a surface, resulting 
motion will be rotation and the vector of post-impact angular 
velocity is directed on a line ОK  and its module is equal: 

ω1
Jξ− cos

π

n
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞
⎠

⋅ ω0ξ⋅ Jη sin
π

n
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞
⎠

⋅ ω0η⋅+ Jηζ sin
π

n
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞
⎠

⋅ 0ω ζ⋅−

Jη sin
π

n
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞
⎠

2
⋅ Jξ cos

π

n
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞
⎠

2
⋅+

here ωоξ, ωоη,ωоζ –projections onto moving axes  ξ,η,ζ pre-impact  
instant angular velocity,  Jξ, Jη, Jηζ – moments and product of 
inertia. 
 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Fruitful model of rigid body proves to be very useful in case of  
multi-contacts impact and allows to predict state of unilateral 
constraints. It is proved that approximate treatment of rigid body 
collision with Poisson impact law, which does not take into 
account deformation during collision, may be successfully used 
for determination of the uniform rigid bodies behaviour.      

In this study all possible states of constraint are considered for 
each contact point, and all possible motion of rigid body, which 
constraints can allow are considered with different constraint 
state combinations, all possibilities are examined with computer 
algebra. In future it is supposed to apply this approach to 
spinning motion with impact in two points. 
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